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New York State faces the additional chal

lenge of operating and maintaining a 

historic canal system that is approaching 

200 years of age. Currently operated by the New 

York State Thruway Authority, management of 

the NYS Canal Corporation is currently being 

transferred to New York Power Authority (NYPA) 

in a move to balance the state’s budget and to pair 

agencies that already work together. Three NYPA 

hydroelectric dams can be found on the canal 

system.

To get a clear picture of the current health of the 

NYS Canal System, we turned to Robert Pohl, 

Prudent Engineering’s Energy Sector manager, 

and that includes water structures that would be 

found on the canal system.

Editor: Regarding the NYS Canal System, what 

are the different structures one might find in the 

canal system?

Bob Pohl: When most think of the NYS Canal 

System, they picture locks, dams and perhaps the 

towpath of old where mules hauled barges up 

and down the canal. They would not be wrong; 

those in fact do or did exist along the historic Erie 

Canal – the forerunner of the current NYS Barge 

Canal. The canal stretches some 450 miles and 

rises some 600 feet between the Hudson River 

and Lake Erie. It basically cuts the drainage and 

land transportation system in half. The canal  

system requires a consistent depth and a contin

uous supply of water to be navigable. It is a de facto 
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huge drainage control system or at least strives 

to be. In addition to the ones mentioned above, 

the kinds of structures found along the canal are 

many with multiple variations of each type. The 

main structure is of course the canal itself, called 

the “prism”. This prism is a trapezoidal shape 

that is required to move the boat traffic; it varies 

depending on the boat traffic for which the canal 

was designed and the solid conditions. When you 

think about all of the rivers and streams the canal 

cuts across and the need to regulate the flows into 

the canal, these intersections require culverts 

and aqueducts to allow the water to continue 

to flow to its downstream destination, or to be 

a water supply to the canal. The division of the 

land transportation system gives rise to multiple 

bridges along the canal. There are several other 

elements to the canal system required for its 

operation, turning basins, spillways overflows, 

gates tunnels, reservoirs, stop gates, and docks. 

Editor: What is the biggest danger to the struc

tures found in the canal system?

Bob Pohl: By far the biggest danger to the struc

tures on the canal system comes from Mother 

Nature: floods, earthquakes, landslides and the 

ravages of erosion and exposure to the elements, 

animals and mankind.

Editor: We all know that the Erie Canal was com  

pleted in 1825 and opened commercial markets 

for goods going both east and west. How impor

tant is the canal system today?

Bob Pohl: The Erie Canal was completed in 

1825. Today’s Barge Canal was mostly built 

between 1905 and 1908 on the site of the original 

Erie Canal. The NYS Barge Canal was first listed 

on the National Register of Historic Places in 

2014. The canal continues to be a significant 

part of our heritage and is a huge recreational 

draw from boating to canalside walkways, and 

in some places, enterprising people have been 

working on canalside shopping, entertainment 

and restaurants. I do not have exact knowledge 

of the commercial value of trade shipped on 

the canal, however, in the canal’s peak year 

(1855), there were some 33,000 commercial 

shipments compared to what takes place 

today.1 The last large commercial vessel, the  

Day Peckinpaugh, was retired in 1994 and since  

then the canal has seen a mere fraction of the 

levels as those experienced in the glory years.2 

Editor: Keeping the canal system up and running 

is a challenge for New York. What kinds or types of  

preventive maintenance can and should be per

formed on structures to keep the system operating 

smoothly?

Bob Pohl: Preventive maintenance and corrective 

maintenance varies from dredging to rebuilding 

(Left to right): Tyler, Lori, Emma and Nic Benson. The 
Benson family thanks Prudent for its help raising over $3,000 
for the John Benson Memorial Scholarship fund at Windsor 
High School.

No matter where one looks across the U.S., states face a shortage of funding 
necessary to complete critical infrastructure projects. Collecting and distributing 
funds is the job of the Federal Highway Administration. This job is complex and 
under pressure such that in some years, the fund runs at a negative balance. This is 
a topic more for a book than a newsletter. One thing is for sure, there’s not enough 
funding to meet the country’s infrastructure repair or replacement needs.

continued on page 4



by Rachel Thomas, Prudent Summer Intern

Many email users are already aware of the 

danger of spam emails. They’re usually 

easy to spot and are often caught by  

filtering software found on email servers. True 

danger lies in emails sent by individuals with 

unfamiliar addresses that are specifically geared 

to target individual recipients. The threat arrives  

in the form of an attachment that, when unsuspect

ingly clicked for download, infects the computer 

and all files on it. Viruses can come in many forms 

to do a variety of things to a computer, but one of 

the worst is known as “Ransomware”.

Ransomware

Ransomware is a type of virus that, upon 

infection, will encrypt files or prevent a user 

from accessing their operating system. This 

is followed by a demand for payment, or 

ransom, to decrypt files and return access to 

the user. However, payment of the ransom 

does not guarantee a release of files. Prudent 

Engineering experienced this firsthand with an 

email promising a resumé in an attached Word 

document as a response to an advertisement placed. 

The file had malware hidden in a macro, which 

is difficult to detect. When it was downloaded, 

it worked quickly to encrypt all the files on that 

computer and presented a ransom message on 

screen claiming all files would be decrypted in 

return for a certain sum of money. Luckily, the 

virus did not infect the company server. Otherwise, 

all the company’s documents in the S drive would 

have been locked down as well.

All that damage was accomplished using a seem

ingly harmless addition to Microsoft files called 

macros. Macros are a set of codes used to automate 

certain functions, utilized primarily as helpful 
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What’s Behind That Email?

tools in Microsoft Word or Excel to save time on 

repetitive work. However, it can also be used to 

house a series of commands that would run malware 

on a computer. In order for it to work, a user would 

have to download and open the file containing the 

dangerous macro. The solution to this is to disable 

macros on Microsoft Word and Excel and be wary 

of being asked to enable macros. The best way to 

check if the document is safe is by examining the 

source of the document. Sometimes, the address 

and message can look harmless enough, especially 

if the sender used “social engineering” to trick the 

user into security.

Social Engineering

Social engineering is psychological manipulation 

or deception of people to perform actions or share 

confidential information. It could appear to be 

an email from a seemingly reliable organization 

or even from someone in your own organization. 

New employees are often targeted as they are least 

familiar with the company email address and 

other employee names. Hiring managers are often 

targeted as people constantly looking for resumes 

thus more susceptible to opening attachments as  

Word documents. Social engineers intent on 

gain ing the most reward frequently target 

executives and also tailor the emails based on 

the information gained on the target through 

simple background research. Norton Antivirus 

says that about 3 percent of malware tries 

to exploit a technical flaw while the other 97 

percent tries to trick users into downloading 

malware through social engineering.

What Can You Do?

The best solution to avoiding potential threats 

is to be alert and wary of suspicious emails, 

especially if you were not expecting them. If they 

ask you to visit a link or open an attachment, check 

with the sender first. Make sure your macros are 

disabled on any Microsoft Word program and 

only enable them for a verified and trusted source. 

Brief new employees on email safety and protocol, 

and familiarize them with the format of the com

pany email address. The best line of defense is a 

knowledgeable work force. 

Think before you click! q

by Laureen Sendel-Grant, Manager, King of Prussia office

This Spring I received a phone call on the way home from the District8 liaison 

meeting where the final topic of discussion was “Work Zone Safety.” Scott 

Palimeno called to tell me that he and several workers on his project narrowly 

escaped being struck by a driver who blatantly disregarded every safety measure 

put in place on Scott’s project because he was being chased by the police.  

The driver in question was being pulled over by the police about seven  

miles back for illegally tinted windows. Unfortunately, he also had drugs  

in his possession and decided to run for it. This precipitated a sevenmile police 

chase which culminated at Scott’s bridge project with the driver of the car 

deciding to end it all by driving over the side. Fortunately for the driver, he 

didn’t harm anyone and managed to survive the crash. PennDot has initiated  

new safety measures at the project that should preclude such stupidity in  

the future!

This is obviously a unique case, but I drive through work zones every day due to 

my proximity to the Pennsylvania Turnpike and it appalls me how many people 

do not obey work zone speed limits. I’ll admit before I had people working on 

roadways, I probably wasn’t as diligent. But since I’ve got inspectors that I want 

to go home to their families every day, I make it a priority to adhere to work 

zone speed limits no matter how many people I piss off behind me and I hope 

you do too. q

It’s All Fun and Games until Someone Drives over the Side of a Bridge

Prudent has very skilled in-house resourc-

es to trouble shoot any computer-related 

issues. Nathifa Hawkins is a skilled IT spe-

cialist who works hard to keep our servers, 

network and individual computers running 

smoothly. We have a procedure for identi-

fying and recording computer problems. 

Follow this link to the Excel spreadsheet 

to enter your issues: S:\010\Equipment\ 

Computer\Mis. Email Nathifa to let her know 

you have a problem and give her time to 

schedule a time to resolve your problem.
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Anniversaries (JUNE – SEPTEMBER)

Philip Thayaparan, 23 Years

Alice Wentworth, 21 Years

Rose Ann Mydlinski, 14 Years

John Vartabedian, 12 Years

Frederick Brown Jr., 11 Years

Dieter Gerecke, 10 Years

Nathifa Hawkins, 10 Years

David Persons Sr., 10 Years

Beverly Strachan, 10 Years

James Gallaher, 8 Years

David Bauscher, 7 Years

Dana Beatty, 7 Years

Joseph Lowry, 7 Years

Joseph Cacozza, 6 Years

Mukhlis Dosky, 6 Years

Robert Pohl, 4 Years

Deborah Bailey, 3 Years

Louis Ferrone, 3 Years

Terry Mckiven, 3 Years

Gary Weidman Jr., 3 Years

Guibo Xie, 3 Years

Nick Myers, 2 Years

Thomas Conley, 1 Year

Deborah Ketola, 1 Year

Edward Kiebler, 1 Year

Kenneth Lanning, 1 Year

Raymond McDermott, 1 Year

Larry Mohney, 1 Year

Gregory Piascik, 1 Year

Laureen SendelGrant, 1 Year

George Venditti, 1 Year

Donna Wheatley, 1 Year

David Bump, Senior Inspector

Michael Casacci 
Resident Engineer

Peter Clancy, Resident Engineer 

Stanley Czuba 
Construction Inspector

John DeBarbieri  
Senior Project Engineer, Design 

Mitchell Devine 
Survey Technician

Bobby Graham 
Senior Inspector

Zachary Grant 
Transportation  

Construction Inspector

David Irvin 
Transportation  

Construction Inspector

 

Larry Katchuk 
Construction Inspector

Stephen Kays, Senior Inspector 

Mark Lippolis 
ATL–Bridge Inspector

Joel Lockwood, Senior Inspector

Duane Mayo, Senior Inspector

Keith Mierzwa, Engineer

Brent Perkins, Inspector

Jaiwin Prakash, Production 
Manager, Hydrography 

Steven Riley, Senior Inspector

Stephen Severance 
Engineer, Design

Michael Vergis 
Senior Scheduler

Shuyao Wang 
Engineer, Design

New Hires

Welcome to the first edition of a new column for our newsletter. Each issue will 
feature the technology that Prudent employees use in their workday. Many of you 
have heard about our newest watercraft, the Hydrone. Hydrography department 
manager Terry Mckiven shares an overview of the Hydrone and its use. 

In March of 2016 Prudent Engineering purchased a new tool for the Hydro

graphy department. This tool is called a “Hydrone”. The Hydrone is a re

motely operated pontoon boat that carries a GPS and underwater sonar. The 

device is used for doing cross sections, bathymetric mapping, floodplain 

mapping and fathome

ter surveys and gives 

us a safer way to ac

complish these tasks.

The Hydrone has al

ready been put to use. 

Just last month the 

Hydrone was used on 

a canal structure proj

ect. The scope was 

to complete ten cross 

sections up and down 

stream of the struc

ture. We were given 

coordinates of the ends 

of the cross sections. 

We completed the topographic portion of the survey and tied survey ribbon 

on the shorelines as navigational aids. Using a jon boat we were able to nav

igate up the waterway to the center of the cross section. Using the Hydrone 

we could then navigate between the ribbons through the shallow water in

accessible by boat. The Hydrone was also used at Perch River to complete a 

predredge survey for the NYSDEC.

Out of the box, the Hydrone is approximately 4feet long. It is light enough 

to be carried by one person. Its battery capacity is approximately four hours, 

depending on conditions. It can carry up to a 45 pound load and reach speeds 

of up to 35 knots!

The Hydrography department has made several modifications to the Hy

drone. First, we added a GoPro® camera to the front, which can be used to 

navigate if you lose sight of the Hydrone. It can also be used to conduct visual 

surveys and inspections. Second, we added a waterproof box and wireless 

transmitters. These allow us to send data back to the shore wirelessly up to 

1,000 feet. We can also send the video from the GoPro® camera back wire

lessly to a small screen attached to the remote controls.

The most important aspect of the Hydrone is that we are able to do  

work that we previously felt dangerous to our staff. In rapid water it can  

be tethered for recovery. It can go in the shallow water where we cannot 

get a boat. The Hydrone is not susceptible to hypothermia. Anytime we are  

afforded the opportunity to use a remotely operated vehicle instead of  

risking a human life, it is an opportunity of which we need to take  

advantage. q

TECHNOLOGY LINK
The Hydrone: A Safer, More Effective Method  
of Underwater Survey

Earlier this year, Prudent’s survey team received training from Doug Churchhill of Keystone Precision 
Instruments on the new Trimble DINI Digital Level. This makes a great addition to our equipment pool 
and allows for more efficient and accurate vertical project control.

Surveyors Receive Training on New Digital Level 
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We are pleased to announce that Jason Hager has earned his NYS Professional Engineering license. 
He is a graduate of RIT with a BS degree in Civil Engineering. He has served on NYSDOT Biennial & 
Interim Bridge Inspection and as Senior Culvert Inspector for NYSDOT on the Large Culvert Inspection 
Term Agreement in Regions 3, 4, 5 and 6. He has participated in bridge inspection training programs 
including the 2016 AASHTO Element Level Bridge Inspection Course. Everyone at Prudent congratulates 
him on his professional achievement.

various canal elements. A critical part of that 

maintenance is the program of infrastructure 

inspection and maintenance the NYS Canal 

Cor poration employs. Under that program the 

above and below water structures are inspected 

on a twoyear cycle. Of the 2,065 structures that 

are required to be inspected on the canal, 747 

dams and locks are deemed critical by the canal.3

Editor: Prudent Engineering has been a sub

consultant on a variety of work involving canal 

structures. What type of work has been assigned 

to Prudent in the past? And, the future?

Bob Pohl: While I have been at Prudent, we 

have been involved with many types of canal 

pro jects. They include: Analysis and design of 

repairs to movable dams; inspection of canal 

structures; and hydrographic and land surveying. 

We are involved with the Erie Canal Museum 

at Port Byron (along the NYS Thruway) where 

we designed the structural steel for the Visitor’s 

Center and did the construction management for 

the on and offramps on I90. We are currently 

performing inspections of several dams, lock 

structural repairs, and we are on teams to do 

inspections across the canal system.

Editor: When Prudent’s engineers are inspecting 

a dam, exactly what are they looking for?

Bob Pohl: Dams in New York fall under the 

New York Codes, Rules, and Regulations, in 

particular, 6CRRNY 673.3. Under 673.3: “Any 

owner of a dam shall at all times operate and 

maintain the dam and all appurtenant works 

in a safe condition.” With that being said, what 

the engi neers and inspectors are looking for are 

those things that erode the ability to operate 

and maintain the dam in a safe condition. Items 

looked for range from maintenance items such as 

rodents digging holes in the dams, leaks in and 

around the dam, and outright or imminent failure 

of any component of the structure. Prudent has 

generally, up to this point, been a subconsultant 

on these types of jobs. In addition to the physical 

inspection, there is also a requirement to review 

the maintenance records, operating records, and 

a review of the dam’s emergency action plan.  

I would add inspections are just that. There is 

also a requirement for an engineering assessment 

to be performed under certain circumstances 

which includes an inspection plus an engineering 

assess ment of a dam’s ability to meet its intended 

purpose. 

The assessment is much more involved, requiring 

a revisit of the loading conditions, safety classi

fication, design review, emergency action plan 

review, and an assessment of the hazard classi

fication of the dam.

Editor: How often are canal structures inspected?

Bob Pohl: The canal system structures are on a 

twoyear cycle.

In closing, the NYS Canal System provides both 

recreation and business opportu nity for New 

York State citizens. As you can see, maintaining 

the canal system so that it can be enjoyed and 

used by local businesses is no easy task. The 

NYS Thruway Authority has performed well in 

making the system available to all. q
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